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INTRODUCTION

digital divide has been used to
refer to discrepancies between various population segments

divide is in opposition to the ideal of equality of access in
which all citizens are afforded uniform access to information

to most often focus on such factors as race, income, educa-

and growing group of “digital have-nots” that is frequently

While the need for full enfranchisement of this group can
be effectively argued on legal as well as ethical grounds, it

at least one disability that results in a “substantial limita-

-

carries negative consequences regarding accessibility to

-

of this dramatic increase in occurrence is due to declining
vision, hearing, and dexterity (Bergel, Chadwick-Dias, &

mostotherdevelopednationswill increasesubstantiallyover
the next few decades, as will the concomitant prevalence of

shift is due partly to the post World War II “population
bubble,” but it is also due to the tremendous increase in life

reasons, while the rate at which younger workers enter the

increasingly Web-oriented information-based economy,
worker productivity hinges on accessibility to Web-based

theworkforce (readprevalenceofphysiological impairments

This article considers some of the issues surrounding
accessibility to Web systems and services by individuals

and legal reasons for accommodating this group, there are
numerous advantages for business and commerce that can

BACKGROUND

-
tion of Web content can greatly impact accessibility of that
content by persons with certain physical or mental impedi-

might include persons of advanced age, as well as those who

simple as clicking a particular hot-zone on an image map can

move through the content of a Web page can be troublesome

It should be noted that even conditions that are not
considered disabling can negatively affect access to poorly

-
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Web page that states Products listed in red are currently out 
of stock

The terms assistive technology and adaptive technol-
ogy are used to describe technologies which are intended

two terms are often used interchangeably in the literature,

providing access to products and systems which were ini-

technologies, when applied to computing and information

This term makes an analogy to the decades-old federally
mandated removal of curbs at pedestrian crossing points to

In the case of the Web, the adaptive technological
problems can be particularly vexing because of its state-

adaptive technologies reside on the client side, but the Web
content can be designed and served with no knowledge of

Consequently, Web content that is designed without regard
for such technologies can render the content useless for the

or eliminating barriers to accessibility, and at facilitating the
accessible Web design

universal design where the
intent is to meet the needs of the broadest range of clients,
regardless of their individual abilities, disabilities, circum-

The Web page designer addressing universal design and 
accessibility is more concerned with information dissemi-
nation for all, rather than visual appeal for most. When 
designing the document, an attempt is made to make all the 
material displayed as accessible as possible, whether it is 
a menu item, graphic, or video clip. Creating accessible 
Web pages may not take additional money, just more time 
and consideration.

tweaking your browser settings to display the largest text

might be distracting, such as background images and italic
type, may be removed and all text may be displayed in bold

with respect to Web content design is that the presentation
rendered on the client side may be very different from that

-
ing or information that is presented only through color, text

-

relevant to this discussion, more substantial accommoda-

case, hardware or software devices and mechanisms are

common examples of this are large-print access systems

so that some of the complexities and special requirements

WEB-BASED EXAMPLE: LARGE-PRINT
ACCESS SYSTEMS

-

a special large monitor device suitable for handling the

to accommodate individuals with impaired vision, but with

aid to individuals with certain forms of cognitive or learning

With large-print access systems, the complication with
respect to Web content accessibility stems from the fact that
the systems can severely distort the visual presentation, and

geometric distortion, but only a portion of the page may be
visible at one time, depending on the size of the display

Other software products of this type will enlarge only

Note that words contained within images may therefore be
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